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Rosé has undoubtedly become the drink de rigeur of summer and Ireland's perennial favourite Whispering Angel has, over the past 5 years, become one of the most in demand wines in the world. Indeed, the estate is sold out globally every year, long before the time it was created for ...! Sacha Lichine's wonderful rosés
have gathered this cult-after for many years now and deservedly so... With proper Bordeaux wine making pedigree in spades (Sacha ran Chateau Prieure-Lichine and the whispered angel wine producer, Patrick Léon, was a former director of Mouton-Rothschild!) set out to make the best rosés in the world. We are not the
only ones who believe that they have achieved just that. I just popped open another bottle of the latest vintage WineOnline.ie HQ and it was extremely 'boshable'! Juicy and more fancy but elegant and supple, this will hit every point as the warmest seasons roll in. See all our Rose picks here, including mixed cases of
Rose reviews 17.5/20 Matthew Jukes – I've been watching this wine since day one – and I mean eleven years ago when Sacha Lichine realized his dream of starting an elite Provence Rosé not only yesterday when this preview sample was delivered to my door. As every year rolls by Whispering Angel reaches
thousands more palates. Today there are millions of bottles, but the remarkable thing about this wine is that while its reputation grows exponentially, the quality in glass continues to march forward, too. Made by Grenache, Cysault, Rolle (Vermentino), Syrah and Tiburen, grown in vineyards around the winery in La Motte
en Provence, this is another sensual, silky-smooth, exciting release and comes in a vintage when there were many challenges during the growing season. Perhaps a little ahead of the dramatic 2016, and even juicier, too, I can tell you that in the last days of 2017, this wine has already been drinking beautifully. Just three
months after harvesting, Whispering Angel casts his spell with unmistakable precision and will continue to shine on the glass and impress all-comers throughout 2018. Always delicious James Suckling Great character Jonathan Ray (The Spectator UK) Tsinged and deliciousDecader The cool thing you have to drink ...
also remarkably good. Ray Isle (Food &amp; Wine) Dense and rich with wonderful textureAnthony Dias Blue (The Tasting Panel) Very clean and will gain flavors during the yearSteven Spurrier You could drink it from the middle of the day until Midnight Matthew Jukes Loaded onto a yacht on the Côte d'Azur and
consumed in quantity by connoisseurs Serena Sutcliffe More palate grabbing away from the Provence Pink rule Jancis Robinson This is not a drill. Run, don't walk. For us, It's officially spring until we get our first sips of rosé. The moment the sweet pink elixir touches our lips, we immediately begin to feel warmer and
ready to plan beach getaways, picnics and rooftop parties - even if we never actually end up such gatherings. If you also need rosé to dust off those last remnants of seasonal emotional turmoil and get pumped for sandals and bare feet season, Supervalu has you covered. TRENDING TODAY: Think outside the box
(chocolates) with our Ultimate Valentine's Day Gift Guide For 48 hours only, all in the name of love, SuperValu sells everyone's favorite rosé, Whispering Angel, for just €15. Normally retailing for over €30, Whispering Angel (referred to as 'Hampton Water' by the New York Post) will be available for just €15 on Thursday
13 and Friday February 14 exclusively at SuperValu. Whispering Angel has garnered a huge following online with celebrities and influencers alike praising its crisp, fresh flavor. It has won a number of awards and is now a premium, sought after tipple. Made from d'Escrans caves from a detailed selection of the region's
best terroirs, including Motte, rosé boasts a dry, aromatic palette thanks to its grape mix that includes Grenache, Cingsault, Rolle (vermentino), Syrah and Tiburen and boasts a dry, aromatic palette. In terms of flavor, you speak fruity, both spicy citrus peel and small red berries, with a floral aroma to match. Whatever
your Valentine's Day plans, enjoy them with a glass of rosé. The whispering Angel flash sale will be available at all SuperValu stores nationwide and online at SuperValu.ie on Thursday 13 and Friday February 14. However, there is a small catch- you will need a SuperValu Real Rewards card to take advantage of the
offer, but don't worry, you can sign up for an instore. We'll see you in line... Main picture from @zoepastelle on Instagram READ: Pasta made with love, Is this the perfect Dublin Date Night Place READ MORE: Toasties and wine? The new lunch spot on Baggot Street that provides both Chateau D'Escrans Whispering
Angel is the introductory wine on the line of the Chateau of Rose. Salmon coloured with aromas of blackcurrant and raspberry. The palate has a creamy texture rarely seen in rose with wide range and dense summer fruit aromas. 5 Posted by Sean Kitchingham on April 17, 2020 Lovely wine and wonderful same-day
delivery service during lockdown! Country: France Region: Provence Variety: Grenache, Cingsault, Vermentino, Syrah and Tiburen Vintage: 2019 Color: Rose Style: Dry Producer: Chateau d'Escrans Arrival Date: We get tiny amounts of Whispering Angel Description: Rosé has undoubtedly become the drink de rigeur of
summer and Ireland's perennial favorite Whispering Angel has, in the last 5 years, become a the most in-demand wines in the world. Indeed, the estate is sold out globally every year, long before the time it was created for ...! Sacha Lichine's wonderful rosés have gathered this cult-after for many years now and
deservedly so... With proper burgundy wine making pedigree in spades (Sacha ran Chateau Prieure-Lichine and the Whispering Angel wine producer, Patrick Léon, was a former director of Mouton-Rothschild!) Mouton-Rothschild!) out to make the best rosés in the world. We are not the only ones who believe that they
have achieved just that. I just popped open another bottle of the latest vintage WineOnline.ie HQ and it was extremely 'boshable'! Juicy and more elegant but elegant and supple, this will hit every point when the warmer seasons roll in As a bargain and vinificateur (winery), Caves d'escrans identifies vineyards, grapes
and wines from château d'escrans, as well as local growers to do what is rumored to have become the world's largest rosé. Since their goal is to obtain the best quality grapes and wines, they have established relationships with local grape growers, who are committed next to the caves d'escrans, whose vineyards are
treated with the same high quality standards as the vineyards of Château d'escrans. Tasting note: This beautiful salmon-pink Provencal rosé has a very beautiful smell of crushed strawberries, peach, rose-water and orange blossoms. On the palate, it's wonderfully dry and crunchy with delicate summer berry fruits
balanced by acidity citrus zest and a wonderfully creamy finish. A wonderfully refined rosé that is ideal for summer picnics or evening aperitifs. Reviews 17.5/20 Matthew Jukes - I've been watching this wine since day one - and I mean eleven years ago when Sacha Lichine realized his dream of starting an elite Provence
Rosé not only yesterday when this preview sample was delivered to my door. As every year rolls by Whispering Angel reaches thousands more palates. Today there are millions of bottles, but the remarkable thing about this wine is that while its reputation grows exponentially, the quality in glass continues to march
forward, too. Made by Grenache, Cysault, Rolle (Vermentino), Syrah and Tiburen, grown in vineyards around the winery in La Motte en Provence, this is another sensual, silky-smooth, exciting release and comes in a vintage when there were many challenges during the growing season. Perhaps a little ahead of the
dramatic 2016, and even juicier, too, I can tell you that in the last days of 2017, this wine has already been drinking beautifully. Just three months after harvesting, Whispering Angel casts his spell with unmistakable precision and will continue to shine on the glass and impress all-comers throughout 2018. Always
delicious James Suckling Great character Jonathan Ray (The Spectator UK) Tsinged and deliciousDecader The cool thing you have to drink ... also remarkably good. Ray Isle (Food &amp; Wine) Dense and rich with wonderful textureAnthony Dias Blue (The Tasting Panel) Very clean and will gain flavors during the
yearSteven Spurrier You could drink it from the middle of the day until Jukes Loaded onto a yacht on the Côte d'Azur and consumed in quantity by connoisseurs Serena Sutcliffe More palate grabbing away from Provence Pink rule Jancis Robinson Robinson Robinson
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